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Conformational Changes
of the Flavivirus E Glycoprotein

sequent cell entry, as well as to direct viral assembly and
budding. In addition, surface proteins normally possess
antigenic determinants that elicit neutralizing antibod-
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and Michael G. Rossmann1,* ies. These functions are frequently distributed among
several different viral proteins, but in the flaviviruses,1Department of Biological Sciences

Lilly Hall the envelope glycoprotein (E) participates in all these
functions. After entering cells by receptor-mediated en-915 West State Street

Purdue University docytosis, fusion with the host membrane is initiated by
low pH induced conformational change of the E proteinWest Lafayette, Indiana 47907

2 Hawaii Biotech Inc. (Heinz and Allison, 2000), followed by release of the
genomic RNA into the cytoplasm. The genomic RNA is99-193 Aiea Heights Drive

Suite 200 translated into a polyprotein in which capsid, precursor
membrane (prM), and E structural proteins reside in theAiea, Hawaii 96701

3 Division of Biology 156-29 N-terminal region. The polyprotein is processed on the
endoplasmic reticulum membrane into individual pro-California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California 91125 teins by both viral and cellular proteases and assembled
together with the genomic RNA into immature particles
(Mackenzie and Westaway, 2001). These contain 60
asymmetric trimers of prM-E heterodimers (Zhang et al.,Summary
2003b). A substantial portion of the prM protein covers
E, thereby protecting it against premature fusion whileDengue virus, a member of the Flaviviridae family, has
passing through the acidic environment of the trans-a surface composed of 180 copies each of the enve-
Golgi network (TGN) (Guirakhoo et al., 1992). The 100lope (E) glycoprotein and the membrane (M) protein.
N-terminal amino acids of the prM protein (the prepep-The crystal structure of an N-terminal fragment of E
tide, pr) are then released by furin cleavage (Stadler ethas been determined and compared with a previously
al., 1997) in the final step of maturation. This cleavagedescribed structure. The primary difference between
induces a rearrangement of the E proteins and activatesthese structures is a 10� rotation about a hinge relating
the virus to be fusogenic. In the mature virus, E proteinsthe fusion domain DII to domains DI and DIII. These
exist as homodimers that lie on the viral membrane,two rigid body components were used for independent
arranged as 30 “rafts” organized into a herringbone pat-fitting of E into the cryo-electron microscopy maps of
tern (Figure 1). Each raft contains three parallel dimers,both immature and mature dengue viruses. The fitted
with the center of the raft coincident with an icosahedralE structures in these two particles showed a difference
2-fold axis (Kuhn et al., 2002; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2003;of 27� between the two components. Comparison of
Zhang et al., 2003a).the E structure in its postfusion state with that in the

A large tryptic fragment of the E protein (sE, alsoimmature and mature virions shows a rotation approx-
referred to here as the ectodomain of E) of TBEV (resi-imately around the same hinge. Flexibility of E is appar-
dues 1–395) was the first flavivirus component whoseently a functional requirement for assembly and infec-
atomic structure was determined (Rey et al., 1995). Thetion of flaviviruses.
structure of sE consists of three domains: domain I (DI),
the N-terminal, but structurally central, domain; domain

Introduction II (DII), the fusion (or dimerization) domain containing the
hydrophobic fusion peptide (residues 98–110) (Allison et

Many flaviviruses, such as dengue (DEN), yellow fever al., 2001); and domain III (DIII), the putative receptor
(YFV), West Nile (WNV), and tick-borne encephalitis virus binding domain (Bhardwaj et al., 2001). The structure of
(TBEV), are arthropod-borne, human pathogens. They a DEN serotype 2 sE dimer (DEN sE Harvard, DEN sE(H))
can cause various diseases, including jaundice, enceph- has also been determined both with and without n-octyl-
alitis, hemorrhagic fevers, and shock syndrome (Lin- �-D-glucoside (�-OG) detergent bound to sE (Modis et
denbach and Rice, 2001). Currently, there are no effica- al., 2003). The difference between the two DEN sE(H)
cious antiviral drugs against flavivirus infections, and structures is a rearrangement of the “kl” hairpin (Figure
vaccines are only available for YFV, TBEV, and Japanese 1), which is “open” on binding �-OG. This hairpin forms
encephalitis virus (JEV). Flaviviruses can be subdivided part of the “hinge” that connects domains DI and DII.
into those transmitted by ticks, by mosquitoes, and Other structures of sE from flaviviruses, formed by treat-
those that apparently lack an arthropod vector (Kuno et ment with acid and lipid to produce the postfusion state,
al., 1998). have been reported very recently (Bressanelli et al.,

In membrane-containing viruses, the external struc- 2004; Modis et al., 2004). These structures show a trimer
tural proteins function to bind to cellular receptors and in which the fusion peptides of each monomer are at
to interact with host cell membranes for fusion and sub- one end and domains DI and DIII are at the other. The

“stem-anchor,” C-terminal 100 amino acids of DEN E
are absent in sE, but they have been identified in virions*Correspondence: mgr@indiana.bio.purdue.edu
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into cryo-EM density maps of mature and immature DEN
particles, which have been now determined to 9.5 and
12.5 Å resolution, respectively. These results supercede
our earlier analyses (Zhang et al., 2003a, 2003b) because
the previous fitting was based on the sE structure of
TBEV and because the resolution of the cryo-EM map
of the immature virus has now been substantially im-
proved. Our results demonstrate that the E molecule is
highly flexible and undergoes considerable confor-
mational changes during maturation. This inherent flexi-
bility of E appears to be essential for the opposing pro-
cesses of virus maturation and fusion.

Results and Discussion

The Crystal Structure of Dimeric DEN sE(P)
Recombinant sE protein from DEN PR159 strain (resi-
dues 1–395) (Cuzzubbo et al., 2001; Ivy et al., 1997)
was used for crystallization experiments. The DEN sE(P)
crystals were in space group P3221, with one molecule
per asymmetric unit. The DEN sE(H) monomer was used
as a molecular replacement search model to solve the
DEN sE(P) structure, which was then refined to 2.6 Å
resolution (see Experimental Procedures and Table 1).
Of the 395 amino acids in the polypeptide chain, 390
(residues 1–16, 19–224, and 228–395) could be visual-
ized in the electron density. The DEN sE(P) monomers
form head-to-tail dimers around the crystallographic
2-fold axes (Figure 1), similar to dimers of TBEV sE (Rey
et al., 1995) and DEN sE(H) (Modis et al., 2003). Each
monomer consists of three � strand dominated do-
mains, as in TBEV sE with which it has 37% sequence
identity (the nomenclature of the secondary structural
elements is taken from Rey et al. [Rey et al., 1995] and
is shown in Figure 2). Domains DI and DII are connected
through four polypeptide strands, whereas DI and DIII
are connected through only one strand. Two potential
N-linked carbohydrate sites (at N67 and N153) are both
glycosylated in the structure, as is also found in DEN
virions produced in cell culture (Mukhopadhyay et al.,
2003; Zhang et al., 2003a). N153, located in the E0F0 loop
and involved in dimer contacts, is conserved among
flavivirus E proteins, whereas N67 is unique to most

Figure 1. The Mature Dengue Virus Structure strains of DEN viruses.
(A) Packing of the E proteins in the mature virus, showing the herring- The interface between monomers within a dimer has
bone pattern. One of the 30 rafts, each containing three parallel

an area of about 1800 Å2 and is a mixture of hydrophobicdimers, is highlighted. Domains I, II, and III are colored red, yellow,
(60%) and hydrophilic (40%) interactions (see Experi-and blue, respectively, with the fusion peptide in green. Symmetry
mental Procedures). Most of these contacts are clus-axes are labeled.

(B) Ribbon diagram of the crystal dimer with the same color coding tered in two regions. One is around the ij loop and the
as in (A). Black arrows point to the kl �-hairpin in each monomer, fusion peptide (the cd loop), which interacts with a hy-
where �-OG can bind. drophobic “cavity” composed of the N-terminal loop of

the A0 strand, the E0F0 loop, and the AB loop in DI and DIII
from the opposing monomer. The other dimer contact

using cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) (Zhang et al., region is around helix �B (residues 256–265) in DII, which
2003a). The stem region (residues 396–451) consists of interacts with the same residues across the dyad axis.
two helices, E-H1 and E-H2, connected by a highly con- Several surface-exposed loops are quite flexible, like the
served sequence (CS). The transmembrane anchor re- A0B0, F0G0, kl, and CD loops, which exhibit temperature
gion (residues 452–495) consists of one pair of antiparal- factors over 100 Å2 (Figure 2) relative to an average
lel coiled-coils, E-T1 and E-T2 (Zhang et al., 2003a). temperature factor of 56 Å2.

We report here a different structure of DEN serotype
2 sE (DEN sE Purdue, DEN sE(P)), which is from the Structural Comparison of DEN sE(P)
same isolate as DEN sE(H), and show that these struc- with DEN sE(H)
tures differ by a hinge motion of �10� between DII and The binding of �-OG in DEN sE(H) induces a local confor-

mational change at the hinge region, with a root-mean-DI�DIII. The two components of DEN sE(P) were docked
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Table 1. Crystallographic Data and Refinement Statistics

Data Collection Refinement

Cell dimensions (Å) a � b � 71.9 Number of reflections: working/free 12,591/394
c � 140.9 R factor (%)c

Working set 26.3
Space group P3221 Test set 29.4
X-ray wavelength (Å) 0.979 Rmsd from ideality
Resolution range (Å) 50–2.6 Bond length (Å) 0.0252
Number of observations 62,468 Bond angles (�) 2.417
Number of unique reflections 13,020 Most favored region (%)d 77.0
Completeness (%)a 97.4 (77.7) Additional allowed region (%)d 23.0
Rsym(%)a,b 11.2 (48.6) Disallowed region (%)d 0.0

a Numbers in parentheses represent values in the highest resolution shell.
b Rsym � �

h
�
n

�I � �I �� /�
h
�
n

�I �, where I is observed integrated intensity and �I� is the averaged integrated intensity taken over n measurements

for reflection h.
c R factor � �

h
�|Fo| � |Fc|� /�

h
|Fo|, where Fo is the observed structure factor amplitude and Fc is the calculated structure factor amplitudes based

on the refined atomic positions, taken over the h reflections in the observed data set.
d In the Ramachandran plot.

square deviation (rmsd) between equivalent C� atom in its “open” conformation (Modis et al., 2003). The kl
�-hairpin in DEN sE(P) adopts a conformation that ispositions of 0.65 Å (Modis et al., 2003). In contrast, the

DEN sE(P) structure is considerably different from both intermediate in position between the �-OG-bound and
-unbound sE(H) structures. Although �-OG was alsoDEN sE(H) structures, with rmsds of about 1.4 Å, even

when 32 amino acids in the hinge region were excluded added to the crystallization drop to obtain the DEN sE(P)
crystals (final concentration of 0.3% at room tempera-from the calculations. When the DI portion of DEN sE(P)

is superimposed on the corresponding DI portion of DEN ture), no density was observed in the hydrophobic pocket.
The absence of �-OG in DEN sE(P) might be a conse-sE(H), atoms at the tip of DII are more than 10 Å apart.

However, separate alignments of the three domains give quence of the lower concentration of �-OG, the higher
temperature, or the presence of different precipitantsrmsd values of only 0.68, 0.69, and 0.47 Å for equivalent

C� atoms in DI, DII, and DIII, respectively (Figure 3). The used in the crystallization experiments.
large displacements between the DII domains are the
result of a 10� hinge motion between DI and DII that Comparison of DEN sE with TBEV sE

Several regions of high sequence variability occur be-correlates with different crystallization conditions. (The
arbitrary zero of the hinge angle is defined here as that tween TBEV and DEN sE (Figure 2). Most of these re-

gions are exposed on the outside of the viral surface,observed in the DEN sE(P) structure, with the positive
direction being given by a rotation of DII that would consistent with receptor binding and neutralizing anti-

body eliciting functions. Four of these regions corre-superimpose DEN sE(P) onto DEN sE(H) [Figure 3].) DII
pivots about a hinge that is roughly perpendicular to the spond to the polypeptides that connect DI and DII at

the hinge region, and they have temperature factorsdimer dyad (Figure 3). Thus, the differences in the crystal
structures represent a hinge motion that would be re- greater than 75 Å2. Other regions of variability occur in

the putative receptor binding domain, DIII, and the F0quired for domain DII to direct its fusion peptide toward
the host cell surface in the prefusion process (Kuhn et strand in domain DI.

The three domains of TBEV sE are similar to the corre-al., 2002). The hinge motion is facilitated by the presence
of conserved glycines in three of the four peptides that sponding domains in DEN sE, with most differences

confined to a few surface loops and in the hinge poly-connect domains DI and DII (Figure 2).
Although the single polypeptide that connects the DI peptides (Table 2). However, DEN and TBEV sE differ

by about 10� in the angle between domains DI and DII,and DIII domains might be expected to provide a range
of motion between them, the orientations of DIII relative measured relative to an axis roughly parallel to the 2-fold

axis of the dimer. This axis is perpendicular to the hingeto DI in the DEN sE structures are quite similar. The
large number of hydrophilic interactions between these axis between the DI�DIII and DII domains that is found

when comparing DEN sE in different crystal forms.domains (Bressanelli et al., 2004) might restrict or elimi-
nate interdomain flexibility at neutral pH. When the pH The largest structural difference between DEN and

TBEV sE in DIII occurs in surface loops located on theis lowered in the presence of liposomes, the interface
between DI and DIII is disrupted, and DIII shifts more external face of the virus at the extreme ends of the

dimers (Figures 2 and 4), possibly suggesting a receptorthan 30 Å compared to its position in the sE dimer to
form, eventually, a postfusion trimer (Bressanelli et al., binding function. In addition, mutations in tissue culture-

adapted mutants, in escape mutants to neutralizing anti-2004; Modis et al., 2004). Furthermore, the rearrange-
ment of DIII eliminates the hydrophobic “cavity,” which bodies, and in cell tropism-related mutants have also

been mapped to this region (for review, see McMinn,occurs in the sE dimer and serves to protect the fusion
peptide. 1997). Since DIII is the putative receptor binding domain,

structural differences in DIII might be related to the dif-When DEN sE(H) was incubated with �-OG (final con-
centration of 0.5% at 4�C), one detergent molecule bound ference in the arthropod vectors employed for virus

transmission. The amino acid residues in some of theto a hydrophobic pocket created by the kl �-hairpin
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Figure 2. Sequence Alignment of TBEV and DEN sE Based on Structural Comparisons

The numbering system is from DEN. The surface accessibility of the DEN sE(P) dimer, averaged over an 11 residue window, is plotted in
violet. The temperature factor of DEN sE(P) is shown in dark blue. The plot of residue conservation between TBEV and DEN, measured in
terms of point-accepted mutations (PAM) (Dayhoff, 1972) and averaged over an 11 residue window, is shown in light blue. The plot of C�

differences (brown) between TBEV and DEN sE is also shown. Black bars indicate regions with low sequence conservation. Residues of
domains I, II, and III are in red, yellow, and blue, respectively. The four hinge peptides linking domains DI and DII are, therefore, at the red-
yellow boundaries. Note the presence of conserved glycines in the hinge region. Secondary structural elements are shown below the sequences.
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Figure 3. Conformational Changes of the sE
Structure

(A and B) Stereo diagram showing superpo-
sition of TBEV (magenta), DEN sE(P) (yellow),
and DEN sE(H) without �-OG (red) for (A)
DI�DIII and (B) DII, viewed along the direction
of the dimer 2-fold axis.
(C) Stereoview of superimposed E ectodo-
mains showing their different hinge angles
along the direction of the hinge axis, perpen-
dicular to the view in (A) and (B). The align-
ment is based on DI, and the diagrammatic
position of DIII corresponds to the prefusion
structure.
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Table 2. Structural Differences of DI and DII between TBEV and DEN sE(P)

Sequence
B Factors (Å2)a

DEN (top) and
Loop TBEV (bottom) DEN sE(P) TBEV Rmsdb (Å) Comments

A0B0 GVSGGSW 106 85 2.0 Very flexible region with high-temperature factors.
GTQGTTR

*
E0F0 SGEEHAVGNDTGKHG 64 28 3.6 A conserved glycosylation site is marked with *.

TGD-YVAANETHSGR
*

F0G0 KITPQSS 100 24 2.0 Close to the viral membrane.
SFTISSE

de CK--KN 53 23 0.7
CEAKKK

fg MKD------K 64 26 1.7 Monomer-monomer contact region within dimers.
LDKTVEHLPT

hi PGADTQGSN 67 33 3.4
HEG---AQN

ij PHAKKQ 60 40 4.9 In the DEN sE(P) dimer, this ij loop is in a monomer-
PHAVKM monomer contact with a negatively charged region,

whereas in TBEV sE dimer, the corresponding region
is hydrophobic and not in contact with the ij loop.

a Mean overall temperature factor for DEN sE(P) and TBEV structures is 56 and 28 Å2, respectively.
b Rmsd between equivalent C� atoms.

fully exposed loops (the AxA, CD, and FG loops) in DIII the dimer at the general position (referred to as the
“general dimer”) is an almost exact 2-fold, with the ap-are likely to form a hydrogen bond network around the

5-fold axis of the mature DEN virion (Figure 4), implying proximate dyad axis oriented at an angle of 21� relative
to the closest icosahedral 2-fold axis. The closest dis-that the proximity of several receptor binding sites may

be required for an efficacious attachment and the subse- tance between the dyad axis of the general dimer and
the icosahedral 2-fold axis is 9 Å, with the point of closestquent receptor-mediated endocytosis.
approach being 70 Å from the virus center. The general
dimer has a very similar conformation to the dimer onThe E Protein in Mature Virions
the icosahetral 2-fold axis (the “icosahedral dimer”), withThe crystal structures of DEN sE showed that sE con-
an rmsd of 0.4 Å between equivalent C� atoms, butsists of two rigid bodies connected by a flexible hinge.
differs from the sE(P) crystal dimer by an rmsd of 4.5 ÅTherefore, for the purpose of molecular fitting experi-
(Figure 4). The dimers in the mature virions are aboutments, the crystal structure of DEN sE(P) was divided
6 Å longer than, but have the same width as, the dimersinto two separate groups, DI�DIII and DII, which were
in the crystal structures. Such differences provide athen treated as independent rigid models. These were
closer packing association between rafts on the virusfitted into the 9.5 Å cryo-EM map of mature DEN (Zhang
surface or might reflect inaccuracy of the microscopeet al., 2003a) (see Experimental Procedures). This proce-
magnification calibration. However, the apparent asym-dure gave a significantly better fit to the density than
metry of the dimer’s expansion might suggest a signifi-when the sE structure was fitted as a single rigid body
cant change in length.(Table 3), not withstanding the increased number of pa-

Various interactions associate E monomers to formrameters used in the fitting procedure. The improved fit
the herringbone pattern on the viral surface. DI, DII, andreflects the natural tendency of the sE dimer to conform
DIII of the E protein all contribute to the interdimer con-to the curved viral membrane surface instead of adopt-
tacts (see Experimental Procedures for a description ofing the straighter conformation that occurs in the crys-
how these interactions were identified), most of whichtals (Figure 4). The structure that was found for each of
are hydrophilic and conserved among flaviviruses. Therethe three sE monomers in the icosahedral asymmetric
are no interactions between the stem-anchor regions ofunit of the virus will necessarily be the same, because
neighboring dimers, which suggests that the interac-a simultaneous fitting procedure was employed (see
tions between E ectodomains are primarily responsibleExperimental Procedures). The angle between the two
for the association of E dimers. The stem-anchor regionsrigid bodies (DI�DIII and DII) was determined after the
of E and the associated M proteins also interact withbest fit to the EM density was obtained. Comparison of
the corresponding E ectodomains within the same di-the resultant sE quasi-atomic monomer structure with
mer. The inner surface of the E ectodomain (facing thethe sE(P) crystal structure shows that the two rigid bod-
membrane) has local regions of negative charge. Theies are related by a hinge axis that roughly coincides
E-H1 and E-H2 helices in the stem region are both am-with the axis relating these bodies in the different crystal
phipathic, with one face slightly positively charged.structures of DEN sE. The hinge angle between the two
Therefore, the stem-anchor regions may help to alleviatefitted components was found to be 21� (Figure 3).

The symmetry operation that relates monomers within the electrostatic repulsion between the membrane-fac-
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Figure 4. The E Protein Structure in the Mature Virus

(A) Stereoview of the E protein fitted to the cryo-EM density of the mature DEN around the 5-fold axis. Domains DI, DII, and DIII are colored
as in Figure 1. The AxA, CD, and FG surface loops are shown as C� traces.
(B) Stereo diagram showing sE fitted in the cryo-EM electron density map of the mature DEN virus. Molecules 1, 2, and 3 (see Table 3) are
in red, green, and blue, respectively. Symmetry axes are labeled.
(C) Side view of the E dimer as determined by the independent fitting of DI�DIII and of DII into the density of the mature virus (red) superimposed
onto the sE(P) dimer in the crystal (yellow). Note that the colors in (A) compared to (B) and (C) in both Figures 4 and 5 represent different
structural components.

ing surface of the E ectodomain and the polar groups cryo-EM reconstruction of the immature virus using a
procedure similar to the one used for the mature virusin the membrane’s outer leaflet. However, during the

fusion process, triggered by a lowered pH, the charge (see Experimental Procedures and Figure 5). The two
rigid bodies were first fitted independently into each ofinteractions between the membrane, the ectodomain of

E, and the stem region of E will change and lead to a the cryo-EM densities representing the three E mole-
cules within one asymmetric unit. The relative orienta-rearrangement of helices E-H1 and E-H2 (Bressanelli et

al., 2004). tion and position of the two rigid bodies to each other
were very similar in all three monomers. The rmsd be-
tween equivalent C� atoms for any pairwise comparisonThe E Protein in Immature Virions

The two rigid components (DI�DIII and DII) of the sE was about 0.8 Å. The position and orientation of the
hinge axis between DI�DIII and DII, that was found whenstructure were fitted into the improved (12.5 Å resolution)
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Table 3. Results Obtained by Fitting Crystallographic Structural Components into the Mature and Immature Dengue Virus Maps

Molecule 1d Molecule 2d Molecule 3d

Model Sumfa Clashb �Denc DIe DIIe DIIIe DIe DIIe DIIIe DIe DIIe DIIIe

Mature DEN sE(H) with �-OG 38.2 0.7 2.4 36.5 39.0 36.0 38.8 39.4 37.4 38.9 39.2 36.5
DEN sE(H) without �-OG 38.6 0.4 1.9 36.8 39.7 36.0 39.3 40.3 37.3 39.1 39.7 36.3
DEN sE(P) 37.3 1.1 3.0 36.6 37.2 35.8 38.7 37.6 36.8 38.8 37.5 36.1
DEN sE(P) DI�DIII and DIIf 39.3 1.6 1.3 36.9 40.7 36.3 39.4 41.5 38.1 39.2 40.8 37.0

Immature DEN sE(H) with �-OG 46.1 3.1 2.5 43.8 52.0 41.4 41.9 51.3 39.5 42.5 52.7 40.8
DEN sE(H) without �-OG 46.6 2.3 1.8 45.0 52.6 40.9 43.2 50.9 40.4 44.0 51.9 41.8
DEN sE(P) 47.0 2.1 1.5 45.3 52.9 41.0 43.4 52.3 39.8 44.4 53.3 40.6
DEN sE(P) DI�DIII and DIIf 47.5 0.1 1.3 46.5 52.4 43.3 44.7 51.4 42.7 43.3 51.7 42.3

aSumf is defined as the average value of density at all atomic positions normalized by setting the highest density in the map to 100. The
higher Sumf values for the immature virus density are probably primarily the result of the extensive contact of the E and prM proteins, thus
placing the atoms of E in the contact area into higher density. This is particularily true for DII.
b Clash represents the percentage of atoms in the model that have steric clashes with symmetry-related subunits.
c �Den denotes the percentage of atoms that are positioned in negative density.
d Molecules 1, 2, and 3 are nonicosahedral symmetry-related molecules as shown in Figures 4 and 5.
e Sumf values for domains DI, DII, and DIII, respectively.
f Two rigid bodies, DI�DIII and DII, were fitted independently using both icosahedral and nonicosahedral symmetry as described in the
Experimental Procedures section.

comparing the E monomer in mature and immature DEN, ture particles. This is probably related to the manner in
which the E dimers hug the surface of the membranewas the same as when comparing DEN sE in different

crystal structures. The hinge angle between DI�DIII and in the mature virus compared with the less compact
packing of the E monomers in immature particles.DII is �6� in immature particles, a difference of 27� from

that in mature particles (Figure 3). Residues on the outer surface of DII, including the
fusion peptide, are involved in the formation of the E-prMThe E-H1 and E-H2 helices were modeled into the

cryo-EM density of the immature particle (Figure 5). The complex in immature virions. The fusion peptide is com-
pletely embedded in the prM protein and is protectedassignment of the stem-anchor regions in each icosahe-

dral asymmetric unit was confirmed by their similar posi- from exposure to the acidic environment in the TGN
during egress of virus particles (Zhang et al., 2003b).tional relationships to the corresponding E ectodomains.

In both mature and immature virus particles, the position The prM protein runs from the top of the fusion peptide
of the associated E molecule along the b and j strandsand orientation of E-H1 in the stem region relative to

DI�DIII in the ectodomain are similar (Figure 5) and can to the �B helix of E. However, the prM density cannot
be traced between this helix and the easily recognizablebe attributed to the close interactions between the stem

and ectodomain. Furthermore, the density that can be transmembrane helices of the M protein.
ascribed to the hydrophobic, conserved sequence is
closely associated with hydrophobic, conserved resi- Role of the Hinge Motion of E

in the Viral Life Cycledues in stands B0 and H0 of DI in the E ectodomain.
Although the interactions of E-H1 with DI and DIII may Comparison of three different crystal structures of den-

gue sE and the structures of the E monomer in thehelp to maintain their association at neutral or basic
pH, these contacts are lost at low pH in forming the immature and mature virions has shown that, at neutral

or basic pH, the E molecule can bend about a hingepostfusion structure (Bressanelli et al., 2004; Modis et
al., 2004). The positions and orientations of the amphi- between DI�DIII and DII. It has also been shown that

motion about this hinge occurs in the maturation pro-pathic E-H2 helix and the transmembrane helices are
completely different with respect to DI�DIII in mature cess. Similarly, hinge motions are likely to be essential

during the prefusion process when the fusion peptidesand immature particles (Figure 6). In the mature virus,
E-H2 is in close contact with DII, whereas in the imma- are redirected toward the target cell membrane during

or after the formation of E homotrimers (Bressanelli etture virus DII is too far from the viral membrane to permit
such a contact (Figure 5). The difference in orientation al., 2004; Modis et al., 2004).

In immature virus particles, the E protein points awayof the E-H2 helix in the mature and immature particles
might be related to the absence of the pr peptide hiding from the membrane with its fusion peptide at its extrem-

ity. In contrast, in the mature virions the entire E ectodo-a part of DII in the mature virus.
There are six pairs of antiparallel transmembrane re- main lies on the viral membrane with the fusion peptide

buried in the “cavity” formed by DI�DIII in the adjacentgions per icosahedral asymmetric unit, one pair of E
anchor helices and one pair of M anchor helices being E molecule of an E dimer. During maturation, DI�DIII

reorients with respect to the viral membrane and is ac-associated with each E ectodomain (Figure 6). The inner
and outer lipid leaflets are pinched closer together around companied by a 27� hinge motion between DII and

DI�DIII. Furthermore, there is also a conformationaleach pair of transmembrane helices, in both the mature
and immature particles. However, the surface of the change of the stem-anchor region, with E-H2 rearranged

relative to DI�DIII.membrane is roughly polygonal in the mature virus,
whereas the membrane is essentially spherical in imma- In the fusion process, dimeric E molecules reassociate
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Figure 5. The E Protein Structure in the Immature Virus

(A) Stereo diagram showing sE fitted into the cryo-EM electron density map of immature DEN. Molecules 1, 2, and 3 (see Table 3) are in red,
green, and blue, respectively. Symmetry axes are labeled.
(B) Stereoview of the C� trace of domains DI (red), DII (yellow), DIII (blue), and the stem-anchor region (violet) of E in the map of the immature
virus. The electron density that corresponds to the membrane is colored green.
(C) The alignment of the E proteins in the mature and immature viruses. The superposition is based on DIII of the sE fragment. The ectodomain
is shown as in (B). The stem-anchor regions in mature and immature viruses are colored cyan and violet, respectively. The C terminus of the
E ectodomain is marked with “C.” Note the similar positions of helix H1.

to form trimers after the exposure to acid pH (Allison et of each trimer would also require adjustment of the
stem-anchor region. The sum of the lengths of the E-H1al., 1995). Kuhn et al. (Kuhn et al., 2002) have suggested a

sequence of events required for trimerization. However, and E-H2 helices is �58 Å in the mature virus, which is
similar to the �55 Å separation between the carboxyltheir proposal stops short of suggesting how the fusion

peptides might become exposed for entry into the target end of the E ectodomain and the membrane surface in
the postfusion complex (Bressanelli et al., 2004; Modiscell membrane. The hinge movements of 37� between

the E proteins in their postfusion state and in the mature et al., 2004). Thus, the organization of the helices in the
stem region during fusion is expected to remain mostlyvirus might readily accomplish this task. The resultant

radial extension and associated tangential contraction unchanged, but with the major rearrangement occurring
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Figure 6. The Structure of the Stem and Anchor Regions

Position of the stem and anchor regions of the E and M proteins in the immature (A and C) and mature (B and D) particles. Radial projections
of the three-dimensional cryo-EM densities at radius of 180 Å is shown for the (A) immature and (B) mature dengue virus particles, corresponding
roughly to the middle of the lipid bilayer. The outlines of three E monomers, representing one asymmetric unit, are shown in red in (A). The
three E monomers per asymmetric unit, arranged as a raft of dimers, are colored red, blue, and green in (B). Darker shading represents higher
density regions resulting from the transmembrane protein helices E-T1 and E-T2 of the E glycoprotein and M-T1 and M-T2 for the membrane
protein. Structural interpretations are shown in (C) and (D), respectively, where the color code for domains I, II, and III of the E protein is the
same as in Figure 1. The scale bar is 20 Å long.

Structure Determination and Comparisonbetween DI and DIII. In contrast, the maturation process
Attempts at using the TBEV sE structure (Rey et al., 1995) as a searchrearranges the stem region from a roughly antiparallel
model failed, probably due to the different hinge angle between theorganization of helices E-H1 and E-H2 to one that is
search model and DEN sE(P). Initial phases were then obtained by

roughly extended and parallel. molecular replacement with the program AMoRe (Navaza, 1994,
2001) using the structure of the DEN sE(H) monomer derived from

Experimental Procedures crystals which had a P3121 space group (Protein Data Bank [PDB]
accession code 1OAM) (Modis et al., 2003) as a starting model. The

Crystallization and Data Collection space group of the DEN sE(P) crystals was determined to be P3221
Purified DEN sE (Cuzzubbo et al., 2001; Ivy et al., 1997) (residues by the translation search. Rigid body refinement, with each domain
1–395) was dissolved in 20 mM Tris buffer (pH 8.0) at a concentration treated as a rigid unit, was performed with the CNS program (Brünger
of 10–12 mg/ml. �-OG was mixed with protein stock solution to a et al., 1998) using the maximum likelihood function as a target.
final concentration of 0.3% prior to crystallization. The mother liquor Simulated annealing was used in the initial stages of atomic refine-
used for hanging drop vapor diffusion crystallization consisted of ment, followed by cycles of manual rebuilding with O (Jones et al.,
1.2 M sodium chloride, 0.1 M Tris buffer (pH 8.5), and 10%–15% 1991) together with positional refinement, and finally restrained,
(w/v) PEG 4000. Crystals, grown at room temperature, were soaked individual, B factor refinement (Table 1). Molecular contact calcula-
in a solution containing mother liquor plus 16% ethylene glycol, tions, structural alignments, and the determination of hinge angles
and then immediately flash-cooled in a nitrogen stream. Data were were performed with programs in the CCP4 package (CCP4, 1994).
collected at beamline 14c at the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne
National Laboratory, USA), and then processed using the HKL2000
program (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). The crystals belonged to a Fitting of sE into the Mature DEN Cryo-EM Density Map

The various crystal structures of DEN sE show variability in the hingeprimitive trigonal space group and had unit cell parameters of a �

b � 71.9 Å, c � 140.9 Å (Table 1). region between DI and DII, whereas DI and DIII remain associated
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as a rigid body. Hence, the fitting procedures were based on inde- of the manuscript. We are grateful to Narayanasamy Nandhagopal
and Alan A. Simpson, as well as people working at APS BioCARS,pendent fitting of DII and of DI�DIII (see Results and Discussion).

The fitting was based on DEN sE(P), which was divided into DI�DIII for help in data collection. The work was supported by NIH Program
Project grants to R.J.K., M.G.R., and T.S.B. (AI 55672, AI 45976).(residues 1–51, 133–190, and 276–395), and DII (all residues not in
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